Updated Status Report
Agency: Peace Corps
1. Identify the FOIA Improvement Plan area to which your deficient milestone
relates.
Improvement Area: Website Improvements
2. Identify the deficient milestone (including the original target date listed in the
agency's FOIA Improvement Plan).
•

Add more documents to website, such as Manual sections and other documents
identified by departments. Original Target Date: To be completed by 1-1-2007.

The following is our response given in the FOIA Annual Report in January, 2007: There
have been some deficient results in identifying new materials to place online. This
milestone will take more time as some of the manual sections and regulations that need to
be uploaded are in the process of being revised. This has become a priority shared by the
FOIA/Privacy Office and the Office of General Counsel. We will upload the documents
with the help of the Office of Communications when the documents are final.
3. Describe the specific steps you have taken to date to correct the deficiency,
including the dates by which you completed these steps (this should include every
corrective step listed in your FY06 Annual FOIA Report that you have since
completed).
Our office identified the most commonly requested manual sections. Though many of
them were requested over the years, we did not receive enough requests in one given year
to require the Agency to upload more manual sections on the website. This step was
completed by March 31, 2007.
The FOIA Regulations have been uploaded to the external website. The Privacy Act
Regulations are currently being updated. Once completed, they will be uploaded. New
versions of the regulations will be uploaded on the website as needed. This step was
completed by March 30, 2007.
Our office has a new email address link added to the website in order for requesters to
ask questions and make electronic FOIA requests. This information was uploaded by
July 6, 2007.
4. Describe any additional steps that you will be taking in the future to correct the
deficiency, including the dates by which you will complete these steps (this should
include every corrective step listed in your FY06 Annual FOIA Report that you
have not yet completed).

No further steps are needed as we did not receive enough requests in one given year to
require the Agency to upload more manual sections on the website. Quarterly monitoring
will take place to ensure that all information is up-to-date on the external website and that
new information is added when needed.

